MARCH – APRIL 2020
FAREBELLA WORKSHOPS
All classes taught by Patrice Filler

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT
WEDNESDAY MARCH 11 10-3 $60
For a truly inspirational landscape…sky is optional! The
sky is a primary source of light, therefore the sky can be
critical to a landscape composition. Learn to create
powerful skies that affect the mood of the day….or
night. We will explore simple techniques for creating
believable clouds. Our goal will be to experiment with
color, shape and value for skies that will transform your
paintings.

COLOR MINGLING
WEDNESDAY MARCH 25 10-3 $60
Color is magic. Learn the key to creating vibrant color! Mix on your
paper instead of your palette. This simple technique insures vibrant,
intense colors that will really sing.
Different pigments combined with transparency, granulation, opacity
and the white of the paper will add an exciting element all while
having fun with these addictive techniques.
Quickly learn what works and what doesn’t.

LINE WORK AND GLOWING WATERCOLOR
WEDNESDAY APRIL 8 10-3 $60
This popular class combines the desire to draw and the love of
watercolor. Layer sections of color that represent shapes and
then begin your drawing. Or—draw your composition and drop
in color after the sketch is complete. Try the experimental
technique by throwing paint randomly and allowing it to speak
to you. Matched or mismatched the results will add interest
and movement to your painting. Finish by adding the details.
Layering more paint or more drawing—the choice is yours!

THE NATURE OF BIRDS
WEDNESDAY APRIL 22 10-3 $60
Birds are one of the most diverse and charming subjects
to paint. Choose birds or a bird as the main subject or
an addition to your painting. Either way, these
creatures give life and breath to a composition. So
many varieties—each has its own unique personality
and characteristics. Learn to paint birds by simplifying
the individuality and incorporating simple shapes, form,
movement, color and a bit of whimsy!

ART CHALLENGE:
BE A SHAPE COLLECTOR!
Challenge yourself to look for interesting shapes rather than great subjects in the start
to a stronger painting. Seeing the world as light and dark shapes will help you free
your art from a tyranny of reality and edit with ease every time you select a subject to
paint.

“Only when he no longer knows what he is doing does the painter do good things”
Edgar Degas

TRY AND FAIL, BUT DON’T FAIL TO TRY!

